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The cosmological standard model

I Space-time geometry.
I Fundamental (isotropic) observers, ua.
I Constant time (homogeneous) hyper-surfaces, Σt.

gµν dxµ dxν =−dt2 +a2(t)d`2

I Matter/energy content.
I Law of gravitation.

Gab := Rab−
1
2

Rgab = κTab−Λgab



An actual concordance model

Planck Collaboration (2015)



... So the universe is accelerating

I Shortfall on its contents

ΩDE : Ωm : Ωb ≈ 70 : 26 : 4

I Independent observational evidence
I Supernovae are further away than expected
I Growth of structure has been slowed

I Tremendous implications for physics/astronomy
I Current understanding of gravity is incomplete
I Current understanding of universe constituents is incomplete



How to gain information about DE’s nature?

Implications on the recent (observable) universe volume.

I Expansion rate, H(z)
I Growth of structure
I Abundance of collapsed/virialized objects
I Light rays deflection by structures

All related directly or indirectly with distance estimation calibration,
dL,dA(z)

Albrecht et. al. Report of the DEFT (2006)



The Dark Energy Survey (DES)

I International collaboration: USA, OK, Spain, Germany, Chile,
Switzerland and Brazil

I Wide field photometric “legacy survey” griz (SDSS) bands→
largest volume to date: tens of Gpc3

I Four main cosmological observables:
I Galaxy cluster counts, ≈ 100000, 0.3 < z < 1.3
I Clustering of galaxies, 200 million, same z
I Weak lensing tomography, up to z∼ 1
I Distance/luminosities of SNIa 0.3 < z < 0.8

The DES collaboration, The DES (2005)



BAO as standard ruler

Image credit: sdss3.org



two-point statistics

Image credit: M. Blanton and the SDSS



two-point statistics

Alonso (2013)



How to deal with photometric redshifts?



Measuring the BAO scale
An appropriate template for 2pt statistics.
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I Configuration space

wBAO(θ) =
∫

dz1

∫
dz2φ(z1)φ(z2)ξs(s[z1,z2,θ ],µ[z1,z2,θ ]).

ξ (s⊥,µ) =
∫

dzG(z)ξ (strue[s⊥,µ,z],µtrue[s⊥,µ,z]),

I Harmonic space

C`BAO =
2
π

∫
dk k2Pgal(k){Ψ`}2

Ψ` =
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dz G(z)φ(z)j`[kχ(z)]+ΨRSD



Measuring the BAO scale

Each method allow us to infer a L (α)
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I Configuration space

M(x) = BTBAO(xα)+A(x)

I Harmonic space

C(`) = BTBAO(`/α)+A(`)



DES Y1 BAO galaxy sample

I Extend the selection of LRGs
from SDSS to cover the
higher redshift and deeper
data (DES)

I 1.3 million red galaxies
across 1318 deg2 of area,
largely contained in one
compact region (SPT)

Crocce et. al. (2018)



Covariances, 1800 Halogen mocks

Avila et. al. (2018)



Abbot et. al. (2018)



Abbot et. al. (2018)



Angular power spectrum measurements. MASTER or PCL
approach



Angular power spectrum measurements



Angular power spectrum covariance



Estimation methods

Chuen-Chan et. al. (2018)



Σnl = 5.2 Mpch−1



N(z)



Cross-correlations



Bandpowers



P(k) model



Broadband terms



Summary of stress tests



BAO measurements

Abbot et. al. (2018)



BAO measurements



BAO detection



Conclusions

I Dark energy remains as one of the biggest puzzles and data can
give light to solve it.

I BAO detection is robust for wide photo-z surveys like DES.
I BAO measurements had previously been proven to be a robust

and precise method for measuring cosmological distances when
using spectroscopic redshifts

I Looking forward for Y3
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